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Abstract
Decision making and clustering are the important task to make the better decisions
accordingly. Risk Assessment and evaluation is a significant task of institutions those provide
college seats to students. The students eligibility list generation depends largely on institution
criteria to determine the risk effectively. This paper focuses the key problem in the educational
institution such as eligible and rejected list. Rule prediction method is applied to evaluate the
risk of granting seats in the desired subjects. The proposed method allows the users for finding
the risk percentage to determine whether students eligible to admit or not. The proposed idea
is tested by extracted data and results proven that it provides better accuracy.
Keywords: Association risk, prediction, clustering, classification, Multi dimensional, Feature
Extraction.

Introduction
Data
mining
provides
many
technologies and tools to detect the hidden
patterns and predict interesting rules. In
educational field, selecting eligible students for
admission are tedious process to decide. Every
institution has its own criteria for each
discipline. Based in the criteria, student’s
eligibility has to be generated. But it is very
difficult to identity the best students. So
Personal Information are collected along with
academic details from students. The key
problem is to extract the information and data
classification based on criteria. Data mining
offers classification, rule generation and
prediction method to perform the required task.
Risk evaluation of seats grant is
essential
for
an
institution
because
inappropriate decision may produce great
losses in an institution because if the problem
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leads in the institution then affects the
admission numbers.
To determine this risk type, students
have to be sorted based on academic proofing
and category, institution has to decide and allot
the seats which meet their standards. Clustering
algorithm provides some extra tool to thin out
the outcome of the product for quality
enhancement. The objective of seat allotment is
to appraise the risk so that the process makes
better decision making. It serves to improve the
consistency of the student's application.
The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Related work is explained in Section
1.The proposed work is presented in Section 2.
Section 3 contains the comparative analysis
results obtained. Finally, the conclusion is
drawn at section4.
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Related Work
This section deals with the work related
to risk evaluation and association rules.
Usman.et.al proposed a method to select a
subset of informative dimension and fact
identifiers from initial candidate sets.
Knowledge Discovered from standard
approach for mining original data [1].
Pears.et.al presented a methodology to
incorporate
semi-automated
extraction
methods. Binary tree of hierarchical clusters are
constructed for each node. This paper presented
new method to generate rank for nominal
attributes
and
generate
candidate
multidimensional schema [2].
Liu.et.al recommended a system to
generate association rules for personal financial
schemas. The data cubes generated based on
financial information and multidimensional
rules are generated [3]. Chiang.et.al proposed a
model to mine association rules of customer
value. Ward’s method initiated to partition the
online shopping market into three markets.
Here supervised learning is employed to create
association rules [4].
Herawan.et.al presented an approach for
regular and maximal association rules from
transactional datasets based on soft set theory.
Here Transactional datas are transformed into
Boolean values based on information
system[5].

Proposed
Algorithm

Risk

Assessment

Risk Assessment is an existing problem in the
rank list generation for eligible students. The
decision for student’s eligibility should be
evaluated properly so that it may not lead
problems. Here ERPCA method aids to make
the evaluation and generate the report in an
enhanced manager. The overall flow structure
of risk assessment is shown in Fig. (1)
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Here, each student who needs particular
discipline has to provide their personal and
educational details in the institution. The
corresponding details are entered in the
database for further processing. The database
contains attributes like age, major, allied1,
allied2, cut-off, category, discipline etc. The
details of the students are collected and then
segmented based on academic score and
category then the valuable attributes are
selected using feature selection concepts.

Feature Extraction
The main aim of this concept is to find
the minimum attribute set for understanding the
data and reduces the complexity. Here
irrelevant data can be removed to reduce the
dataset size. It measures the uncertainty of
collected data when the outcome is not known.
Information gain is used to select the best
criterion based on decision tree. In Student
database primary and secondary datas are
evaluated and eliminate the secondary data such
as Father _Name, Mother _Name, DOB etc.,

Rule Formation
Every institution has different
standards that have to be satisfied by the
students to opt the desired field. To receive the
discipline, student admission has to satisfy
particular constraints like cut off mark and
category.The following algorithm is used to
evaluate the eligibility of the student based on
Risk.

Algorithm
1. Set the criteria for each subject
2. Extract the required attributes
3. Clustering the attributes based on
criteria similarity
4. Generate Multi-Dimensional selection
formation
5. Evaluate risk lists for each students
based on major & Allied Marks.
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6. Apply Association Rule mining and
identifies interpreting m
7. Classification technology applied to
separate the student category such as
eligible and reject.

Risk evaluation
Risk Evaluation is performed by
measuring certain attributes based on risk
categories. Primary risk consider cut off mark
and category and secondary risk focuses
constrained relation. Based on the predicated
rules, specific values are assigned to the
attributes for selection and convert it into binary
format.

Clustering
This method groups the set of objects
and finds whether there is a relationship
between an object. It shows the intensity of the
relationship between information elements.
Here risk percentage is categorized as eligible
and rejected list.

Rule Prediction
For eligible students, threshold value is
set. Risk is predicted based on the specified
threshold limit. If the risk percentage is greater
than the threshold limit, then the students are
rejected otherwise accepted for admission.

Experimental Result
To assess the effectiveness of the risk
evaluation, performance evaluation is carried
out based on risk percentage. The experimental
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data set is generated with 500 applicants with
their personal and academic details. It consists
of 15 Attributes. The applicants are segmented
based on desired subject type. Next, feature
selection is performed to extract the attributes
which is used to eliminate the redundancy and
identify the irrelevant dates. Among 15
attributes, 3 attributes are selected by feature
extraction process. Rules are predicated after
feature extraction process. Institution proposes
different rules for students based on subject
type. Then risk assessment is accessed based on
primary and secondary attributes risk
percentage is calculated based on their
attributes. Students are classified an eligible
and rejected as shown in Fig. 2.
Finally, students are separated based
on constraints relation such as eligible among
particular subject as shown in Fig. 3. Here
rejected students are eliminated and eligible
students are considered for further proceedings.

Conclusion
Risk assessment is a crucial task in the
educational industry. This report offered a
theoretical account for risk evaluation where
the bulk quantity of data is engendered and risk
appraisal is practiced based on data mining
techniques. Rule prediction is performed in
evaluating the student’s eligibility rank list.
Each Risk levels are measured based on
specific standards and properties are
determined eligible and rejected students list
are judged based on the risk percentage which
is compared with specified threshold value.
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Fig. 1 Flow structure of risk assessment
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Fig. 2 Classification of eligible and rejected students
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Fig. 3 Separation of students based on constraints
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